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Abstract 

The temperat,ure rise in the superconducting coil be- 
cause of the energy deposition is estimated, as is the 
quench threshold for periodic, continuous, and accidental 
particle losses in the ring. Radiat,ion shielding in the inter- 
action region is analyzed along with its implications on the 
beam luminosity for the Superconducting Super Collider 
(SSC). 

I. INTIL~Duc~-ION 

One of the major concerns in designing and construct- 
ing a high-energy superconduct,ing (s.c.) accelerator is the 
study of the energy deposition in the S.C. coil and as- 
sociated radiation effects in its components due to par- 
ticle losses in the ring. These losses can be due [I, 21 
to beam-gas scattering, interaction of protons with other 
clrments (scrapers, septum, bend crystal, lambcrtson mag- 
nets), iltstabilities in t,he particles, and accidental or catas- 
t,rophic losses. In particular, the study of radiation- 
intlucctl quenches in t,he S.C. magnets receives special 
;It,t,ent,lon. Herr, the quench threshold for the S.C. magnets 
is det.rlrmined and is used as a reference point of safety 
level. 

The: quench threshold for t.he S.C. Tevatron magnets was 
widely analyzed [3], and the experience obtained from 
t,hese magn& is used as the quench level for t,he SSC mag- 
nets [2: 51. It will be seen below that the above analysis 
suggcst,s that, t,lir sensitivity of the SSC magnets is lower 
tharl thcw r~stimations; however, the general conclusions 
ahout. the quench analysis given wit,h these estirnat,ions IX- 
Irrairi. To give a different feeling of the events involved in 
t,hc loss~~s, thes;c will be dividt:d into accident.al, periodic, 
and i:ont illll0ilS IOSSC. 

11. I’EItIODl(’ AND ~OhY’l~~JOtiS LOSSES 

Assurnc~ that a periodic or coL)tinllolls event happens 
such tllnt thorn, is a density of energy, <, deposited uni- 
forlnl), alOng the length of a S.C. wire in the magntt. This 
uniforlllit,y assulnption is based on t,h<a fact that whenever 
there is iI loss of il high-eiiergy particle, t,h? P<‘iLk of the en- 
ergy dr,position changt:s smoothly wit11 rc-spcct, t,o t,hr: loll- 
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gitudinal direction. The cooling time is quite long in com- 
parison with the time of energy deposition of the events, so 
there will be an increase in the temperature in each even’t 
until a stationary temperature is reached because of the 
cooling process [I]. This stationary temperature, O,, will 
determine whether the magnets will quench in a periodic 
or a continuous loss. To calculate t,his stationary tempern- 
ture and the time taken to reach it, assume that, the event 
occurs at a frequency J Then, the heat transferred to He 
in the time l/f is given by fi<Hn(O - Q,)/&f, and the 
temperature variation of the S.C. wire in the ith-event will 
be given by 

(6c)AQ. = d 2 

where a cylinder shape conductor has heen a.ssumed and 
the thermal conductivity of the materials is ignored; (SC) 
is the average over the S.C. wire components of the density 
multiplied by the specific heat; 0 is the temperature of 
the wire; 0, is the batch temperature; < (about 0.8) is the 
fraction of the S.C. wire perimeter in contact with He; A 
(about 0.5127 mm’) is the cross section area of the wire. 
and H,(Q-0,) is the heat transfer function. Its stationary 
temperature, 8,) will be given naturally hy the solution of 
the algebraic equation 

<- v%fJn(Qs - 00) _ o 

fif 
(2) 

Safer situations will be those of lower frequencies, al- 
thought most of the periodic evcnt,s iii the SSC occur at 
the collision frequency f = l/r, N 60 MHz. 

It is possible to use the sarn(l equat,ions (1) and (2) for 
some continnoils events by selecting a prolxr t,ime scale, 
T*, for the event. For esarnplc, in the beau1 gas scnttcring 
events it is possible to consider the revolution time, r, = 
2.9 x 10s4 set, as the scale in which the events occur jsim- 
ilarly, the synchrotron radiation darnping is studied), the 
evolution of the tenlperaturc in s.c. wire as a function of the 
number of turns can be calculated using thr above equa- 
t,ions. Assuming that the, ctlrrgy deposit,ion in the s.c. wire 
perturnis < = (1.4x10”)x(1.149x10~‘)x(50Gev/crn3j, 
where (1.4 x 105) x 1.149 x 10m7 is the iiumher of proton 

losses per turn in 1 cm, and 50 (;rv/cm” is the densit,y 
of energy deposit,ed in this 1 cm of wire per proton of 
interaction.’ The result of the intrgration indicat,es that 
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the temperature of the S.C. wires will not increase more 
than l/1000 of the batch temperature in about lo5 turns. 
So, this continuous event is quite safe with respect to in- 
ducing quench in the S.C. coil. For energy deposition in 
the first low-8 IR quad (IJ; = 1.66 x 10-s s and < = 
0.18 Gev/cm”), the results bring about a quench safe mar- 
gin of about five orders of magnitude in energy deposition. 

The slow beam spill is another continuous event which 
is of particular interest in slow resonant extraction. In 
t,his case! it is possible to assume that there is a dc-pulse 
of protons of time length r,, uniformly distributed, which 
delivers a constant power, cp dN,/dt (where cp is the den- 
sity of energy deposition per proton), when the protons 
strike the S.C. coil; dlV,/dt is the number of protons spilled 
per unit time; and the spilling time, r,, is normally be- 
t,wcen 0.5 XC and 1.0 sec. Because of these long times, the 
thermal conductivity It(B) should be taken into account for 
the evolution of the temperature of a S.C. cable. However, 
the rnaximunl stationary temperature will occur in the re- 
gion where the change of heat flow is zero, and this one is 
given by the same relation (2) (changing f by dN,/dt). 
It will be seen below t,hat the minimum specific energy de- 
position needed for a quench in the S.C. coil for the SSC 
dipole magnets is about 0.2 mJ/g, so it is expected that a 
slow spill of 10’ protons will cause a quench. The power 
threshold to cause a quench in these events would be be- 
tween 0.2 mW/g and 0.4 mW/g for spill times between 
0.5 set and 1.0 sec. These estimated values contain un- 
certainties in cooling effects, energy deposition, and char- 
acteristics of the magnet itself, so beam-induced quench 
experiments with the SSC dipole magnet are required to 
obtain a more realistic threshold. 

III. ACCIDENTAI, (OR F>W) EVENTS 

These events are characterized by the fact that some 
fraction of t,hc beam suddenly st,rikes the beam pipe and 
tlcposits a great deal of energy in the S.C. coil, raising the 
t,c,mperat,ure of the S.C. wires to the quench level. The pro- 
ccss occurs so fast that, there is no chance for any cooling 
r:fFcct, or th~:rmxl conduction, so the effect,ive density of erl- 
crgy, <, nerdtd to raise the temperature of the coil front 
batrti ternperat~rlre, Q,, to the quench temperature, 0,: is 
given b\ 

s 

0, 
<Z (bC)(Q)dQ (3) 

0, 

where gcnr,rnting temperature 0, and the average of the 
dtar1:it.y times t,he specific heat, (I;C) are given by 

O,(B) = Q,(n) - (Q,(B) - Qo).J,/Jco(m , (4(L) 

and 
(,SC) = &(hqc, + &h~ ’ (4f)) 

ivIlt>rr, J, is the operational current drnsity; 0, and J,, are 
tllci Crit,iCill tr,Illperature at z?ro curri‘nt and the critical 
(‘i~rr(‘nr (Ic:[lhity ;It batch temperature, rcspcctivcly. ‘I’hr,! 

are calculated using espressions given in R,eference [4], and 
X is the copper to S.C. rat,io. For the SSC threshold esti- 
mate, the conductor chosen was that of the midplane of the 
SSC dipole magnets, and the magnetic field was calculated 
as a function of the operational current with the help of 
the POISSON program. In accidental losses the maximum 
energy deposit,ion occurs just in the inner edge of the in- 
ner coil. For the 40 mn-aperture SSC dipole magnet, the 
magnetic. field is about 6.6 T at high field, so the heat- 
generating tolnperature is about. 4.8 I<, and the specific 
energy threshold quench is about, 0.13 rnJ,/g. This thresh- 
old is about one order of magnitude lower than the Safer 
Doubler Magnet. If the peak specific energy deposition per 
proton [5] is about, 6 Gev/g, losses of about lo6 protons 
will cause a quench in the magnet. For the 50-mm-aperture 
SSC dipole rnagnet, the peak specific energy deposition [2] 
is about 2 Gev/g with the magnetic field the same, but its 
operation point is 75% of the short sample (10% less than 
40 mrn ma.gnet). Its heats-generating temperature is about, 
5 I(, so its specific energy threshold is about 0.24 mJ/g. 
Therefore, losses of about, 8 x IO6 protons will cause a 
quench in this magnet. 

IV. RADIATION Dow Am SHIFLDIKG 

The radiation dose threshold is well known for scv- 
era1 materials [6], and t,his on? gives the maximum radia- 
tion dose that t,he mat,erial cm support before serious dam- 
age may happen. From t,he quench point of vitw, the inter- 
cst is directed t,oward the radiat,ion efff,cts in the S.C. coil. 
Ilere, the Kapton and Expoxy materials which insulat,? 
the S.C. cables receive the same radiation dosca as the coil. 
Fortunately, these organic matserials are the most. resistant 
under radiation exposure. Nevertheless, there is some con- 
cern about this since the radiation levels are somewhat, 
high in some regions of the accelerator. For example, in 
the low-,!3 intcration region (IR) the peak specific energ) 
deposited in the first quadrupole [2] is 0.02 Gev/g, bring- 
ing about a lifetime of about one year for this magnet, for a 
peak 1,uminosity of 10”” and an operational time per year 
of lo7 see. The radiation dose in these quadrupoles is 
quit,e high and may CRUX disturbances in the operation of 
the accelerator. So the idea is t,o design a collimator which 
absorbs part of the energy and reduces the energy deposi- 
tion on these magnets. This study was done with the help 
of the computer programs MARS10 [7] for energy deposi- 
tion, and ISAJET [8] for g eneration of collision events at 
the interation point. 

The geometry of Lhe cluadrupoles in t,he low-~ IR arc 
given elsewhere [9]. Th I e results wit,h 4-cu-aperture mag- 
nets suggest the following optimum collimator paramc- 
ters: material Fe; inner radius 4 nlm; outer radius 10 
mm; effective length 4 m (1 m smooth-tapered); and loca- 
tion as close as possible to the first IIL quad. A detailed 
view of the energy deposition with t,his collimator in t,hc, 
quadrupoles of the I,ow-/3 IR is shown in Figllre 1, whr,rC 
t.hP energy deposit.ed in the inner coil for t hc azirnut hat RIG- 
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Figure 1: Energy Deposition in the Low-p Quadrupoles 
(the mass factor for the first one is 2300 9). 

gle Id-2701 5 22.5 . g is iven. The total mass of the effective 
4-m-long (1 m smooth-tapered), 0.4-cm-inner-radius, and 
lo-cnl-outer radius iron collimator is about 985.7 Kg. 

Given the Luminosity, I,, the inelastic pp interaction 
cross section, nine!, and the operat,ion time of the machine 
in a year, Y’,,,,, the annual dose in the S.C. coils can be 
estimated from [2] by the following expression: 

fi = CLginelTyeor j (5) 

where C is the effective specific energy deposit,ion in the 
S.C. coil. For radiation damage study in the components of 
the coil, it is most important that the maximum dose cor- 
responds to the maximum specific energy deposition. This 
value is about 0.02 Gev/g [2] for t,he QLlb quadrupole in 
t,he low-p IR, and in accordance with 4.1, this value can bc 
reduced by a factor of 10 only by using an optimum col- 
limator shielding. Keep in mind that the maximurn dose 
per year allowed in the S.C. coil must be 5000 Mrad (Kap- 
ton threshold). Using uinel = 90 mb: ‘&,,, = lo7 s, 
and L = lo34 CU-~S-~, the dose in the first. Low-,9 IR 
qundrupole is about 2500 Mrad/year without shielding 
and 200 with the above collimator shielding. Without, 
shielding, the lifetime of this quadrupole is about one year 
(using a safet,y margin); if the above shielding is used, the 
lifctimc: may be about 10 years. 

v. (::ONCLUSIONS 

The rc,sults of Section 2 suggest that there are no quench 
problems because of t,he direct energy deposition in the 
S.C. coil of the SSC magnets due to beam gas scattering 
(which is con&rent, wit,h Refcrt,ncc 2) or pp collision at t,hc 
intr,ract.ion poiilt,s The results of Section 3 suggest that 
r,hfJ thrt~shot(l ql~(~nch llrrlit for fast spill is 0.2 mJ/g which 
is much lowt,r than that for t,he ‘Itvat,ron magnets, so cal- 
culations based ~II the Doubl(,r t hrc,shold limits (1 nlJ,/g for 
fast losses. 8 7rrbI’/!g for stow lossc~) tr@$t, result in undt>r- 

estimated. In Section 4: the lifetime of the quadrupoles 
close to the interaction point in t,he low-p IR was esti- 
mated with and without shielding. This lifetime could be 
much lower if weaker materials against radiation damage 
are needed in these magnets, and if because of many un- 
certain factors, the IR quadrupole magnets have to be pro- 
tected. The above calculations suggest that the maximum 
reduction in energy deposition in low-p S.C. magnets is one 
order of magnitude using an 8-mm-diameter, 4-m-long iron 
collimator. This aperture would be used only during the 
collider operation. Studies of wake field effects and scraper 
behavior of the collimator are still net=ded in order to define 
the minimum diameter allowed. 
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